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Chapter 10 Countries & Economies – Inquiry Project and Power Point Presentation. 

Define: (Your presentation must start with explanations of what these terms mean.) 

 Economic System/Producers and Consumers 

 Bartering/Precious Metals/Money/Goods & Services/ 

 Centrally Planned Economic System/Market Orientated Economic System 

 Inflation/Budget/Income & Expenses/Balanced Budget 

 Taxes: Income Tax/Sales Tax/Property Taxes/Inheritance Tax/Luxury Tax on expensive 

cars/Corporate Taxes (use the internet if you cannot find definitions in the text book) 

 Deficit Budget/Interest/Debt 

 Social Safety Net: Cultural Values vs Economic Strength 

Questions (Your presentation must answer these questions) Each slide must start with a 

title using key words from the question. One slide per question. 

1. What is one sign of a weak economy/strong economy? What is the one question that most 

governments take into account whenever making a decision?  What is one of the 

government’s main jobs? 

2. What sort of economic system does Canada use?  What are some benefits and drawbacks 

of this system?  What is the main way governments get their income?  What expenses 

does have government have?  How does a government balance its budget so it doesn’t go 

into debt?  What can a government do if it needs more money to cover its expenses?   

3. If a government borrows money from banks or other countries, what else has to be paid 

back as well as the money it borrowed?  Google this site: “List of Countries by External 

Debt – Wikipedia” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_external_debt) 

4. Which countries have debt? Which country has the most debt?  Where does Canada rank? 

How much debt does the USA have per capita (per person)?  How much debt does 

Canada have per capita?  If a country goes into debt to pay for its needs/expenses, what 

has to be included in that country’s budget next year? 

5. How do some governments ensure that everyone gets what they need? What are the two 

things determine how strong a country’s social safety net is?  Look at the graph/chart on 

Page 174.  Read the caption.  Which countries have strong safety net for children?  How 

does Canada compare?  What does that tell us about our cultural values compared to 

some other countries? 

6. What sort of economy does the US have?  What is a challenge for the future for the US?  

Who or what makes most of the decisions on the economy in the US?  Why does the US 

not have a strong safety net?  Who is doing well in the US? Who aren’t doing so well? 

7. What sort of economy did China have?  What was everyone guaranteed in China’s old 

economy? (Did they have a strong or weak social safety net?) What changes has China 

made to its economy?  Why?  Who has benefitted?  Who is facing hardship?   

8. What type of economy is Canada moving towards? What is Canada’s economic 

challenge?  What 2 things are many Canadian’s concerned about? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_external_debt
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Culminating Inquiry Question (take 3 or 4 slides to complete this question):  

10) Imagine you are a member of the Cabinet.  Canada’s expenses are more than its income.  

The government wants to balance the budget; they don’t want to run a deficit budget, go 

into debt, or borrow money.  The PM is asking your advice: do you think Canada should 

raise taxes or cut spending including cutting services to the poor and needy?  If you raise 

taxes, how will you convince voters that they should pay more taxes?  What sorts of taxes 

would you raise?  What taxes will you not raise?  If you cut the spending on the social 

safety net, how will you justify that to lower income families?  Explain and justify your 

decision? 

Directions and Criteria 

1. You will need to create a power point presentation that includes both pictures and text.  

2. You will present your PowerPoint project, discussing each slide, not just reading out 

what is written but adding details and information.  

How? 

1. Use the internet, your Global Citizens Text book and any other resources you can find to 

help you research the answers to the questions. 

2. Copy and paste any information you find that is relevant into MS Word. 

3. Key word that information using our key wording rules.  No plagiarism. 

4. Save this as Inquiry Project Research Your Name to your H:/Drive and/or USB Drive. 

5. Check that you have answered all the questions and add more detail as needed. 

6. Edit for meaning and grammar using word talk. 

7. Proof read for COPS.  Print it off, and have a partner proof read it, using the SOCs. 

8. Copy and Paste into your slides in Power Point. 

9. Make sure all your information is presented in a logical sequence and your presentation 

doesn’t jump around. 

10. You must create a bibliography using the APA format and an online bibliography creator 

like http://www.bibme.org/ 

Criteria for your Power Point Presentation (What it must look like, how it must work)  

1. Use a minimum of 12 slides; a maximum of 18 slides.  

2. Every slide must have title, a picture (1 or 2) and text must be at least 18 font. 

3. A slide should have no more than 8 sentences or points. 

4. Text must stand out from the background colour: it must be easy to read.  Slides must not 

be black and white. No decorations or borders.   

5. You must choose a standard font (nothing fancy and hard to read!) 

6. Slides must have transitions, and transitions must be via a click; not automatic. 

7. Within a slide, you may not have automatic text appearing.  You must either have all the 

text present as soon as the slide shows up, or you may click to make text appear one point 

at a time. 

http://www.bibme.org/

